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a b s t r a c t
Diamond nano-platelet (DNP) arrays have been grown on {111} textured diamond ﬁlm by using micro-wave
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition system. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) have been used to characterize the growth behavior and micro-structure of DNP
arrays on diamond ﬁlm. According to the results of SEM and TEM images, DNP arrays only appear on the
{111} surfaces of underlying diamond grains. Both DNPs and underlying diamond grains comprise penetration
{111} twin structures. The growth of DNPs is the extension of the penetration {111} twins from underlying
diamond grains. The accommodation and glide of stacking faults can also evolve into perfect {111} twin
structures during the growth of DNPs.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently, nano-crystalline materials with noticeable physical
characteristics have been intensively studied. The synthesis of diamond in various nano-structures has drawn much attention for the
application of ﬁeld emission owing to its high breakdown ﬁeld, chemical inertness, and the negative electron afﬁnity with low work function [1,2]. Many studies have demonstrated the fabrication of
diamond nano-tips and -whiskers or diamond-coated nano-wires
on silicon (Si) substrate for ﬁeld emitters [3–7]. In our previous report, diamond nano-platelets (DNPs) were also realized to perform
a considerable ﬁeld emission characteristic due to its speciﬁc geometric conﬁguration with high aspect ratio [8]. Although DNPs can be
successfully grown, the random distribution of DNPs as emission
sites gives difﬁculty in high emission intensity. Therefore, the fabrication of regular DNP arrays on diamond ﬁlm is more desirable.
Diamond ﬁlm grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is usually rough and poly-crystalline with large grains. For a diamond grain,
the high density of {111} twins was observed. Nevertheless, those
{111} twins were not parallel to {111} surfaces but parallel to other
planes of {111} family, which presented penetration behavior in the
diamond grain [9,10]. Interestingly, DNPs were also found to consist
of multiple penetration {111} twins. Moreover, DNPs showed a
growth direction parallel to the multiple {111} twin boundaries
[11]. The penetration property of {111} twins in both DNPs and
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diamond grains has given a great opportunity for the synthesis of
DNP arrays and diamond ﬁlm.
In this study, DNP arrays have been successfully fabricated on
{111} textured diamond ﬁlm by utilizing the penetration and extension of diamond {111} twins. Further, the growth mechanism and
structural property of DNPs on diamond ﬁlm have also been systematically investigated by employing scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
2. Experimental procedure
A microwave plasma enhanced CVD system equipped with 1.5 kW
microwave generator was used for the deposition of diamond ﬁlm
and the fabrication of DNP arrays. In order to obtain diamond ﬁlm
with large grain size in {111} texture as a template, (111)Si with
the size of 1 × 1 cm 2 was chosen to be the substrate. The diamond
ﬁlm was grown at 700 W for 5 h with a pressure of 40 torr. The gas
ﬂow rates of CH4 and H2 were 0.4 and 200 sccm. The growth temperature was kept within 900–950 °C. For the fabrication of DNP arrays,
the plasma power and growth temperature were increased to 1 kW
and 1100 °C with a pressure of 20 torr. The ﬂow rates were 14 and
500 sccm for CH4 and H2, respectively. The growth time was 10 min.
A JEOL-6700 ﬁeld emission SEM was applied to examine the surface
morphologies of {111} textured diamond ﬁlm and DNP arrays. The
growth behavior and structural property of DNPs on diamond ﬁlm were
investigated by using a JEOL 2100 F ﬁeld emission TEM. The preparation
of cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) specimen was carried out using standard
mechanical grinding process and Ar+ ion milling. The ion milling was accomplished in a Gatan Model 691 PIPS system. For unambiguous comprehension to the growth behavior and micro-structure of DNPs on diamond
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 diamond for the
grain, the XTEM specimen was ground along 101
viewing direction to be parallel to (111)diamond in XTEM observations.
3. Results and discussion
The surface morphology of pre-deposited diamond ﬁlm on (111)Si
substrate is shown by the SEM image in Fig. 1(a). The surface of the
diamond ﬁlm is almost covered by triangular {111} surfaces. The
inset of Fig. 1(a) presents the image of {111} surfaces with higher
magniﬁcation. Fig. 1(b) shows the top-view SEM image of DNPs
grown on the diamond ﬁlm. Apparently, DNPs only appear on triangular
{111} surfaces. The neighboring facets of {111} surfaces marked by
arrows are smooth without DNPs. Fig. 1(c) exhibits the DNPs grown
on a diamond grain. Black solid lines draw the geometric relationships
between the DNPs and the underlying triangle. The post-grown DNPs
are parallel to three edges of the underlying {111} surface to form a
regular array. The thickness of DNPs is around 17–25 nm.
In order to clarify the micro-structure of DNPs grown on a diamond
grain,

 the bright-ﬁeld XTEM (BF-XTEM) image observed along the
 direction of diamond is given in Fig. 2(a). As marked by dashed
101
arrow in Fig. 1(c), the viewing direction of XTEM images is parallel to
an edge of the underlying (111) surface. In Fig. 2(a), the residual G1

Fig. 1. (a) Top-view SEM image of {111} textured diamond ﬁlm. The inset is a higher
magniﬁcation image showing triangular facets. Top-view SEM images of (b) DNP
arrays on {111} textured diamond ﬁlm and (c) a single triangular surface with DNPs.

glue proves that the morphology of DNPs is original without damage
from ion-milling. Fig. 2(b) shows the selected area diffraction (SAD)
pattern

 taken from

Fig. 2(a). The SAD pattern is identiﬁed to be under


101
and 101
zone axes. As encircled by solid and dashed
D1
D2
lines, the SAD pattern comprises two groups of diffraction spots with
 1
  and  111
  diffraction
mirror relation and the sharing of  11
D1
D2
spots. The result of the SAD pattern indicates that DNPs/diamond sys
 1
 twin structures, in which crystal diamond 1 and
tem consists of 11
2 are designated to be D1 and D2. For the identiﬁcation of the interface
between DNPs and underlying diamond grain, the comparison of SEM
image, SAD pattern, and BF-XTEM image is required. As shown in
Fig. 1(c), DNPs are not observed on the edges of the underlying triangular surface. According to the observation orientation relationship with
Fig. 1(c), the left edge of the underlying surface should remain clear
without DNPs in the XTEM image of Fig. 2(a). The smooth edge without
DNPs can be regarded as the original (111) surface of the underlying diamond grain. Reasonably, the position of the original (111) surface is
supposed to be the interface between DNPs and underlying diamond
grain. Based on the crystal orientation deﬁned by the (111)D1 diffraction
spot in the SAD pattern of Fig. 2(b), the diffracted (111)D1 plane, parallel
to the black-dashed line in Fig. 2(a), is also parallel to the smooth edge.
Therefore, the black-dashed line hereby indicates the interface position.
In Fig. 2(a), the (010)D1 plane drawn by white-solid line is the neighboring facet of (111) surface which can be referred to those smooth facets
without DNPs in the SEM image of Fig. 1(b). The higher magniﬁcation
BF-XTEM image of DNPs is shown in Fig. 2(c). Black arrows point to
 1
 twin structures in DNPs. From the measurethe contrast of the 11
ment in TEM images, the height of DNPs is about 150–200 nm.
To further comprehend the structural relationship between DNPs
and underlying diamond grain, Fig. 3(a)–(c) exhibit BF-XTEM and
dark-ﬁeld XTEM (DF-XTEM) images, showing the same area for inspection
 and
 comparison.

 Fig. 3(a) is the BF-XTEM image taken


under 101
and
101
zone axes. Fig. 3(b) and (c) obtained by
D1
D2
selecting the (111)D1 and (111)D2 diffraction spots in Fig. 2(b), respectively, reveal crystal D1 and D2 in striped bright contrast. In
Fig. 3(c), the dashed line represents the interface between DNPs
and underlying diamond grain. In DF-XTEM images, highly dense
multiple twins or micro-twins are observed in both DNPs and under 1
  twin structures of underlying dialying diamond grain. The 11
mond grain obviously propagate through the interface in the
manner of homo-epitaxial
 relationship. The growth direction of
 1
 twin boundaries. On the other hand, the
DNPs is parallel to 11
newly-grown DNPs can be considered as the extension of the penetration twins from underlying diamond grain.
Fig. 4(a) is the high resolution XTEM (HR-XTEM) image taken
from the dashed-square area in Fig. 2(c). In the HR-XTEM image,

 1
 twin structures are observed in the terthe perfectly coherent 11

 1
 twin boundaries
minal part of DNP. Black-dashed lines deﬁne 11
in the DNP. White-solid lines depict (111) planes in each diamond
crystal. The inset is the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT)
pattern of the DNP. The
 FFT pattern also exhibits two groups of
 1
 twin structures. In Fig. 4(a), the facets of the
spots, because of 11
DNP terminal are identiﬁed to be a serial facets of (010)D1/(111)
D2/(111)D1/(010)D2. The ridge edge of DNP terminal has been observed and discussed in the case of DNPs grown on nano-crystalline
diamonds [11,12]. In Fig. 4(b), the HR-XTEM image photographed
from the solid-square area in Fig. 2(c) shows the micro-structure
near the interface region between DNPs and diamond grain. This region is the initial stage of DNP growth. The inset of Fig. 4(b) is the corresponding FFT pattern. In contrast to the FFT of Fig. 4(a), the FFT
pattern of Fig. 4(b) displays
 the extra spots marked by circles, except
 1
 twin structures. In the matter of fact, the
the spots caused by 11
 1
 are observed
periodically extra diffraction spots at one-third g=11
in the SAD pattern of Fig. 2(b) as well.
In diamond structure, the predominant crystal defects are not only
 > displacement
{111} twins but also stacking faults with 1=6b121
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Fig. 2. (a) BF-XTEM image of DNPs grown on a diamond grain and (b) its corresponding SAD pattern. (c) BF-XTEM image of DNPs with higher magniﬁcation.

vectors gliding on {111} [9,13,14]. The diffuse intensity in between
 1
 is attributed to the
diffraction spots (and FFT spots) along g= 11
existence of dense stacking faults indicated by white arrows in
Fig. 4(b). In SAD and FFT patterns, the extra spots at the positions
 1
 are the consequence of speciﬁc stacking
of one-third g= 11







Fig. 3. (a) BF-XTEM image taken under 101
and 101
zone axes. (b) and
D1
D2
(c) DF-XTEM images taken by selecting the diffraction spots of (111)D1 and
(111)D2 showing crystal D1 and D2, respectively.

Fig. 4. HR-XTEM images of (a) the terminal of DNP and (b) the initial region of DNP.
The insets in (a) and (b) are corresponding FFT patterns.
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the growth direction of DNPs and the normal of underlying (111)
plane is 19.5°. For DNPs, the terminal edge is veriﬁed to be ridge morphology according to the result of HR-XTEM image. The growth
 be 1
 twin
havior of DNP 1 is simply the concept of the penetration 11
structures of underlying diamond grain extending upward to form
nano-platelet. For DNP 2, the glides of stacking faults are involved
with the formation of twin. Blue-dashed lines represent the same
 1

type of stacking faults with a displacement vector parallel to 11
twin plane. The accommodation transition of stacking faults takes
place during the growth of the DNP. Eventually, a perfect twin structure forms in the DNP.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the growth mechanism and structural property for


 . (The coordinate system
DNPs on diamond grain with the viewing direction of 101
and index in accordance with the orientation of D1 in Fig. 2).

structure. In perfect cubic diamond structure, the stacking sequence
along b111 > is ABCABCABC. By the intersections of stacking faults
and multiple twins, the stacking sequence of ABCABCABC can be
transformed into ABABAB which is regarded as hexagonal diamond
structure [15,16]. The stacking structure of hexagonal diamond coincides with the structure of stacking fault arrangement in every three
{111} interspacing. Therefore, the hexagonal diamond structures induced by defects are responsible for the spots arising at the position
 1.
 Furthermore, stacking faults are capable of inof one-third g=11
ducing the appearance of twins in addition to the formation of hexagonal diamond. From the results of XTEM, it is noticed that highly
dense stacking faults could extend upward into DNPs due to homoepitaxial behavior. Through the observations of the HR-XTEM images taken from DNP terminal and its initial stage, the accommodation transition of stacking faults during the growth of DNPs is
realized as following. The conversion of stacking sequence from
ABCABCABCABC to ABCABC/BCABC takes place when a stacking
fault appears on {111}. In order to reduce the total energy of the
crystal, stacking faults glide on {111} plane to further accommodate,
and then the stacking sequence becomes ABCABC/B/A/BC. During
the growth of DNP, the stacking sequence transforms into ABCAB/
C/BACBA after a serial glide of stacking faults. Consequently, the coherent twin structures with the reduction of total energy form in
the end parts of DNPs. The above-mentioned glide process also explains the phenomenon in the white square area of Fig. 3(b), in
which the bi-crystal becomes larger and more integrated with
smoothly sharp twin boundary along the growth direction of DNP.
Based on the observations from SEM and TEM images, the growth
mechanism of DNPs on diamond grain can be schematically described
in Fig. 5. Black-dashed line denotes the original (111) surface of dia
 1
 twin boundaries in
mond grain. Blue-solid lines represent the 11
DNP and underlying diamond grain. As sketched, DNPs only appear
on the (111) surface of underlying diamond grain. The angle between

DNP arrays have been fabricated on the {111} triangle surfaces of
{111} textured diamond ﬁlm. Both post-grown DNPs and underlying
diamond grains consist of multiple parallel {111} twin structures.
On the characteristic of homo-epitaxial relationship, the growth behavior of DNPs is conﬁrmed to be the extension of penetration
{111} twins from underlying diamond grains. Beyond the interface
between DNPs and diamond grains, the accommodation and glide of
stacking faults can also result in the appearance of perfect {111}
twin structures during the growth of DNPs.
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